Abstract
Introduction

39
Tuning curves are commonly used to characterize neuronal responses to continuous features of the world. In 40 the visual cortex, orientation tuning curves are a landmark of visual processing and in the early auditory 41 system, neurons respond strongly to tones close to their "best frequency". In the primary motor area (M1) of 42 the mammals, many cortical neurons exhibit a strong unimodal relation between the direction of movement 43 and their firing rates (Georgopoulos, 1991) . The properties of these M1 direction tuning curves were 44 intensively studied, yielding a characterization of curve shapes and preferred directions (eg, Ben-Shaul et al., robust estimation is hard to obtain with the little data that is typically collected in motor experiments. The 72 challenges become even greater when activity is measured at a small number of unevenly spaced directions, 73 as commonly collected in brain-machine-interface applications.
74
Here we describe a simple Bayesian approach to model tuning curves using von Mises functions, and show
75
that it estimates accurately their width and modulation depth. We then analyze direction tuning curves of 76 neurons recorded in the SMA and M1 of the same behaving macaque monkeys. We find that the tuning 77 widths in the SMA tend to be narrower than in the M1, and that the modulation depths and the dynamic range 78 values both tend to be smaller in the SMA. This suggests that SMA neurons that are involved in movement 79 planning, code the direction of movement in a more specific way than the movement controlling neurons in 80 M1.
82
Materials and Methods
83
Data
84
We used electrophysiological recordings to evaluate the effect of the Bayesian approach on properties of 85 direction tuning curves in the supplementary motor area. We compared the tuning curve properties using Two female rhesus (Macaca mulatta, ~4.5 kg) monkeys were trained in a delayed go-signal paradigm to 90 move a manipulandum to control the movements of a cursor on a video screen located 50 cm from their eyes.
91
Each trial began when the monkey centered the cursor on the origin (central circle) for at least 1 second. After 92 a random delay of 1 to 1.5 sec, the target appeared -a circle of diameter 0.8 cm at one of eight possible 93 positions 4 cm from the origin. Target appearance was followed by another variable hold period of 1-1.5 sec 94 until the origin circle disappeared (go signal), at which time the monkey moved her arm to bring the cursor to 95 the target in less than 2 sec. After another hold of 750 ms, a liquid reward was delivered. The monkey also 96 performed a learning paradigm, but the data analyzed here used only control trials.
97
The monkeys were implanted with recording chambers (27×27 mm) above both the right and left 98 hemispheres. Each day, eight glass-coated tungsten microelectrodes (impedance, 0.2-1MΩ at 1 kHz) were 99 inserted into each hemisphere. The signals were amplified, filtered, and sorted (MCP-PLUS; Alpha-Omega, 100 Nazareth, Israel), and all spike shapes were sampled at 24 kHz. We used a template-based method for real- ( 1) )) cos( exp( ) (
139
As in the cosine function, the parameters b determines the baseline firing rate; m determines the modulation 140 depth and μ the preferred direction. VM contains one additional parameter κ which determines the width of 141 the function (Figure 1a) . As a result, the VM model can describe more accurately cells with narrower or 142 wider tuning curves than the standard cosine function. Indeed, VM models provide superior fits for direction 143 tuning curves in the macaque primary motor cortex (Amirikian & Georgopoulos 2000) .
144
Least square and Bayesian function estimation 145 We first review here the relation between least square and maximum likelihood estimation. The common 146 approach to fit a function to a measured response profile is to use a least-square minimization. Under this 147 approach, we assume that a neuron is sampled repeatedly in multiple trials, and its responses produce a firing 148 rate r i for the trial i where movement was at direction x i . We also assume that the firing rate r i is determined 
155
The solution θ* of the least square approach often misrepresents the data. This problem is illustrated in 
162
To address this over-fitting issue, we take a probabilistic Bayesian approach to estimate the parameters, and 
168
In this case, finding the parameters θ that maximize the total likelihood of all the data given the model, This shows that the least square problem and maximum likelihood problem both yield the same optimal 176 parameters.
178
This view of minimum least square as finding the parameters that maximize the likelihood of the data is 179 useful in that it allows us to take a Bayesian approach to estimate the parameters θ. In Bayesian estimation,
180
we seek the set of parameters that maximize the posterior probability
where P 0 (θ) is a prior distribution that expresses our prior belief over the possible values of θ. This prior can 182 be used to penalize models with very narrow curves, for instance by taking a probability density function that 
186
Finding the parameters θ that maximize the posterior is equivalent to minimizing the following
where λ is a hyper-parameter that expresses the strength of our belief in the prior, and is inversely related to 189 the magnitude of the noise. This equivalence comes from the following derivation: What should be the form of the prior distribution? In this paper we selected the exponential distribution, and 200 for several reasons. First, for any given mean, the exponential distribution is the maximum entropy 201 distribution, which, loosely speaking, means that it embodies minimal further assumptions about the prior. Since the width doesn't depend on the preferred direction, we can assume μ = 0. Then, the von Mises 212 function is symmetric around the y axis and the width in half height is twice the x in half height. Thus, we 213 look for x which satisfies the following equation 
Results
220
We studied electrophysiological recordings from the supplementary motor area (SMA) and the primary 221 motor area (M1) of macaque monkeys, while the monkey performed an 8-direction center-out task, and used 222 the Bayesian priors to study the shape of their von Mises tuning curves. We started by evaluating the quality 223 of the inferred curves, in two aspects. First, we evaluate the accuracy of predicting firing rates for directions 224 that were hidden during fitting. Second, we evaluate the accuracy of estimating shape parameters, and 225 specifically the width parameter κ. Our approach for evaluating the quality of fit is to "hide" some of the 226 collected data, keep it aside during the fitting procedure, and use it for validation. Specifically, we can either 227 leave some trials out, or leave all the trials of one or more directions hidden during fitting.
229
Typically, the experimental design for estimating tuning curve shape involves using 8 directions or less. It Predicting the firing rates for unseen direction: 234 We fitted a von Mises function to every 8-direction response profile using a predefined subset of 5 directions.
235
This specific subset of directions was selected according to other data-sets with 5 directions only. They 236 followed a pattern of the form "1-1-1-0-1-0-1-0", were a "1" corresponds to a direction that was used during 237 fitting and "0" to a direction that was hidden and all its trials kept for validation. Since there are 8 different 238 possible cyclic shifts of this pattern, there are also 8 options for subsets of directions following this pattern, 239 and we selected for each cell the subset of directions which maximizes its firing rate. For each cell, we found 240 the VM parameters that minimize the objective function of Eq. (3), when using only 5 directions out of 8. We 241 then computed the absolute error between the measured firing rates of the remaining 3 directions and the VM 242 predictions for these directions.
243
The weight of the prior λ is a hyper parameter whose value is not optimized in Eq. (3) insensitive to λ, hence we show below results with λ=2.5.
258
The improved accuracy obtained with Maximum a-posteriori over ML could result from two different effects.
259
First, as discussed above, a prior that favors wide tuning curves could help reduce over fitting in ML. Second 260 the likelihood surface in the parameter-space has multiple maxima and gradient based approaches often get 261 stuck in a local, inferior maximum. Using MAP could alleviate this problem since parameter regularization 262 operates to smooth the error surface and remove local maxima corresponding to narrow curves (large κ). To 263 test which of these two effects contributes more to the inferior accuracy of ML, we also tested the following 264 fourth approach, ML-initialized-by-MAP. In this approach, we first find good VM parameters using Per-Cell-λ 265 MAP and then use these parameters to initialize a ML procedure. If local maxima are the main issue of the 266 ML procedure, then initializing with the MAP optimal parameters is expected to yield better fits than MAP.
267
The right-most bar in Figure 2 depicts We further evaluated the quality of the fit in terms of the parametric representation of each curve. Once again,
273
we fitted a von Mises function to every response profile using a predefined subset of 5 directions and 274 computed the estimated κ value (denoted κ 5 ). We compared these estimates with κ 8 , the κ value that is 275 estimated using the full 8 direction profiles. The prior weight λ for the κ 8 estimation was again selected using estimates of both firing rates and shape obtained using a maximum likelihood with the Per-cell-λ approach.
286 Figure 3a shows that the firing rates of three held-out directions are predicted significantly better by using the 287 Per-cell-λ approach than by using plain ML. This is apparent by the fact that errors of the MAP estimates We further looked at individual cases where the Per-cell-λ estimates of κ 5 deviates significantly from the ML 295 estimate. Figure 4 shows the tuning curves estimates for three cells as obtained using various methods. For 296 panels 4a and 4b, the MAP fit of 5 directions is much closer to the 8 directions fit than the ML fit of the 5 297 directions. In contrast, Figure 4c shows a cell for which the ML estimator is more accurate than a Bayesian 298 estimator. As Figure 3 shows, there are many more cells for which the Per-cell-λ estimator is superior.
299
Movement direction tuning curves of Macaque SMA neurons
300
These analyses convinced us that the Bayesian estimation procedure provides an accurate method to estimate compare SMA and M1 tuning curve on the same basis, we used for every cell only 5 directions, which were 307 selected to match the same "missingness" pattern "11101010" that sessions with 5 directions already 308 followed. This left one degree of freedom for selecting which physical direction matches the first direction in 309 the missingness pattern. We choose for each cell the subset of directions which maximize the cell's firing 310 rate. Then, for each cell, we used cross validation to choose the best lambda. Each κ estimate was converted 311 into a width parameter, which corresponds to the curve's width in its half-height. of the curves requires that we obtain accurate estimates of their shapes even when sampled at an irregular 356 small number of movement directions.
357
We described a simple Bayesian procedure for estimating the parameters of uni-modal tuning curves that is as opposed to 180 degrees assumed when using the standard cosine function.
365
We further used the Bayesian estimation procedure to compare the direction tuning curves of neurons in the 366 SMA to those of neurons in M1 of the same monkeys.
367
The current study focused on coding of movement direction, but cells in the primary and the pre motor cortex Tanji & Mushiake, 1996). As such, the SMA could be viewed as parallel to M1.
393
To test these alternative views, we applied the Bayesian estimation procedure to both SMA neurons and M1 394 neurons from the same monkeys, and computed the distribution of tuning curve widths in each brain region.
395
This analysis shows that the hypothesis that curves become narrower when moving from SMA to M1 does 396 not hold, since the widths of the SMA tuning curves are actually significantly narrower than the M1 curves,
397
(a median of 128 degrees, Figure 5a ).
398
Narrow direction tuning curves were also shown in other brain areas that are linked to the motor cortex. 
426
The Bayesian approach of adding priors when estimating parametric models is widely used in probabilistic 427 modeling. It can be seen as a form of regularization, which prevents models from over-fitting to the data, 428 namely, yielding a model that fits well the data at hand but is likely not to generalize well to new data 429 (Bishop, 2006) . In practice, the specific form of the prior often has only a limited overall effect, and is can be tuned efficiently. This approach is easy to implement, and our evaluations show that, although simple,
438
it yields a significant improvement in estimation accuracy. 
552
Overfitting with VM models. The blue solid curve represents a "ground-truth" tuning curve, and was 
